Region 11 Pre-show TBAs

210 - Arabian Hunter Pleasure, JOTR 13 & Under
211 - Arabian English Pleasure, JTR 13 & Under
226 - H/A Country Pleasure 13 & Under JOTR
230 - Arabian Western Pleasure Novice Jr Horse
238 - HA/AA Hunter Pleasure Select Rider 19 - 39
238a - HA/AA Hunter Pleasure AAOTR 40 & Over
246 - Arabian Western Pleasure Novice Horse
254 - HA/AA Breeding Mare, AOTH
263 - HA/AA Hunter Pleasure AAOTR
263a - Arabian Country English Pleasure AAOTR Select Rider.
278 - Arabian Reining AOTR
279 - Reining Seat Equitation, JTR

Region 11 TBAS

3 -
4 - AATH 50 and over Showmanship
17 - HA/AA Pleasure Driving
33 - HA/AA English AATR
46 - A/HA/AA Reining Seat Equitation, JTR
47 -
48 -
51 - Arabian English Pleasure, JOTR
70 -
79 - Arabian Pleasure Driving, Open
82A - HA/AA Park Horse, Open
103 - A/HA/AA Hunter Seat Equitation, AATR
103A - Arabian Saddle Seat Equitation, JTR 13 & under
104 - Arabian Performance Halter Mares AOTH
134 - HA/AA Native Costume JTR
153 - Arabian Mounted Native Costume JOTR